‘MORE EFFICIENCY, MORE CONFIDENCE’ – HONDA FUTURE FI



New Honda Future FI is equipped with the PGM-FI technology, a fuel injection
system that can perform better in fuel efficiency.
Premium looks to bring out the class in you.

Penang, 24th May 2016 – Boon Siew Honda Sdn Bhd unveiled the New HONDA FUTURE FI
that is a perfect match for Malaysian routine activity. With the tagline of ‘MORE EFFICIENCY,
MORE CONFIDENCE’, the New Honda Future FI offers better efficiency, better equipment
and with the first ever extended warranty for New Honda Future FI users.
Boon Siew Honda has taken a drastic move to uplift the spirit in Honda Future by
introducing the long awaited Fuel Injection technology into it. With its record breaking in
low fuel consumption the distance that one can travel with this bike is longer than ever, as a
result of large 5.4 litres fuel tank capacity. By combining these two gigantic features, Honda
Future FI is no doubt more powerful and economical than ever.
The unique features of 18 Litre U-box found in its predecessor still remains, which can fit a
full face helmet as well as personal belongings for greater peace of mind.
Honda Future FI now features new body colours and body stripes for an even premium
looks. At the same time, riders will appreciate the amazing fuel efficiency, practicality and
comfort that appeal to all age groups and demographics.
Customers will be able to choose from two distinct variants. Variant 1 boasts with sporty
wheels, electric starter and front disc brake; whilst Variant 2 combines the electric starter,
sporty wheels and, front and rear disc brake.
All two variants can be found in three breathtaking colours Candy Red, Vital Blue Metallic,
and Mariana Purple. The retail price starts from RM6,072.74 to RM6,358.94 (GST included).
The model comes with a two years or 20,000km manufacturing warranty + one year or
10,000 km extended warranty for engine (whichever come first).
For further information, you may visit www.boonsiewhonda.com.my or call to Boon Siew
Honda Toll-Free number at 1800-88-3993 (Monday to Friday, 9am to 5pm, except for public
holidays).
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